Factors Accounting for Variation in the Biomechanical Properties of Flexor Tendon Repairs.
To investigate factors that cause variation in the mechanical properties of flexor tendon repairs. One surgeon repaired 50 homogeneous absorbent sticks and 40 porcine flexor tendons with a simple loop, an Adelaide repair, a peripheral over-and-over repair, or a combination of the latter 2 repairs. Ten hand surgeons repaired 1 porcine flexor tendon with the combined Adelaide core and over-and-over peripheral repair. We loaded the samples statically until failure and calculated the variations caused by the testing process, tendon substance, and surgical performance in terms of yield and ultimate load. Tendon material and surgical performance both caused about half of the variation in the yield load of the combined repair. Surgical performance caused all variations observed in the ultimate load of the combined, peripheral-only, and core repairs. The effect of the tendon material was negligible in ultimate load. The intersurgeon variation was present only in yield load, and it represented one-tenth of the total variation. The effect of tendon substance on variation of the ultimate load is minimal. In yield load, both tendon and surgical performance are responsible for the variation. In clinical realm, variation caused by testing is not present, but intersurgeon variation may cause additional variation in yield load. A hand surgeon cannot change the variation due to tendon properties, but with a more meticulous surgical technique, the variation related to the surgical performance can probably be diminished.